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Abstract
Increasingly, large bilingual document collections are being made available online, especially in the legal domain. This type of Big Data
is a valuable resource that specialized translators exploit to search for informative examples of how domain-specific expressions should
be translated. However, general purpose search engines are not optimized to retrieve previous translations that are maximally relevant to
a translator. In this paper, we report on the TermWise project, a cooperation of terminologists, corpus linguists and computer scientists,
that aims to leverage big online translation data for terminological support to legal translators at the Belgian Federal Ministry of Justice.
The project developed dedicated knowledge extraction algorithms and a server-based tool to provide translators with the most relevant
previous translations of domain-specific expressions relative to the current translation assignment. The functionality is implemented
as an extra database, a Term&Phrase Memory, that is meant to be integrated with existing Computer Assisted Translation tools. In
the paper, we give an overview of the system, give a demo of the user interface, we present a user-based evaluation by translators and
discuss how the tool is part of the general evolution towards exploiting Big Data in translation.
Keywords: Computer Assisted Translation, Legal Terminology, Big Data

1.

Introduction

In this paper and the accompanying poster and demo,
we present TermWise, a Computer Assisted Translation
(CAT) tool that offers additional terminological support for
domain-specific translations. Compared to existing CATtools, TermWise has an extra database, a Term&Phrase
Memory, that provides context-sensitive suggestions of
translations for individual terms and domain-specific expressions. The Term&Phrase Memory has been compiled
by applying newly developed statistical knowledge acquisition algorithms to large parallel corpora. Although these
algorithms are language- and domain-independent, the tool
was developed in a project with translators from the Belgian Federal Justice Department (FOD Justitie/SPF Justice)
as end-user partners. Therefore the tool is demonstrated
in a case study of bidirectional Dutch-French translation
in the legal domain. In this paper, we first describe the
specific needs that our end-user group expressed and how
we translated them into the new Term Memory functionality. Next, we summarize the term extraction and term
alignment algorithms that were developed to compile the
Term Memory from large parallel corpora. Section 4. describes how the Term&Phrase Memory functions as server
database that is now, in this proof-of-concept phase, accessed via a lightweight stand-alone tool, but that is designed to be fully integrated with a CAT user-interface so
as to provide context-sensitive terminological support in the
normal translation work-flow. Section 5. presents short description of the evaluation scheme. Section 6. concludes
with a discussion of how TermWise is an example of a dedicated linguistic search tool that allows translators to exploit
Big Data that takes the form of large online bilingual document collections.
TermWise was funded by KU Leuven IOF grant KP/09/001.
Special thanks to Martine Perpet of the FOD Justitie.

2.

Term&Phrase Memory

Like other domain-specific translators, the translators at the
Belgian Ministry of Justice are confronted with source texts
full of domain-specific terminology which requires exact
(as opposed to interpretative) translation and which even
skilled translators need to check against a reference source
once in a while. However, in the commercial CAT-tool used
by the Ministry, the support for terminological look-up is
quite limited. As with most CAT-tools, it does come with
a Term Base functionality, but this type of terminological
dictionary is initially empty and entries have to be added
manually. Even a large organisation like the Ministry cannot afford to invest much time in Term Base compilation.
They acquired an externally compiled Term Base, but its
coverage is limited and it contains no informative examples
of the idiomatic usage of terms in contexts. Such proper
phraseological usage of terms is especially important in legal language, where validity of a text depends on the usage of the appropriate formulae. Although the commercial
tool’s Translation Memory (TM) can automatically retrieve
translation suggestions, its operating level of entire sentences or even paragraphs is too course-grained for finding
examples of individual words and phrases. A concordancer
does allow for a manual look-up a specific expression, but
occurrences are not sorted for relevance, nor do they come
with meta-data about the source document that could allow
translators to assess its relevance and reliability. Additionally, the TM only keeps track of the Ministry’s in-house
translations, and does not include the vast body of relevant bilingual legal documents translated at other departments. The translators therefore often end up doing Google
searches for terms and phrases in open on-line legal document repositories to check previous translations in specific
contexts. However, also here, the relevance of the search
hits must be assessed manually. Based on this situation, we
identified the following user needs:
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• Access to previous translations of domain-specific single and multi-word expressions
• Examples of usage in context to infer correct phraseology
• Information about the source documents of the translation examples
• Examples from all relevant documents that are available online
• Sorting the examples by relevance to the current assignment
• Easy access to the examples from within the CAT-tool
To our knowledge, this combination of functionalities is not
implemented in any existing CAT-tool (Reinke, 2013). In
TermWise they are grouped in a separate module, which we
will call a Term&Phrase Memory (TPM), so that in principle this module can be integrated in existing CAT-tools.
The focus of the TermWise project was to deliver a proofof-concept for the Term&Phrase Memory’s functionality,
not to deliver a new CAT-tool. Therefore, we opted implement a stand-alone, lightweight tool to showcase the new
functionality of the Term&Phrase Memory, but in such a
way that it can easily interact with the current commercial
CAT software of the Belgian Ministry of Justice.

3.

Knowledge Acquisition

In our legal case study, the relevant body of previous
translations was defined as the laws, decrees, and official
communications published in both French and Dutch by
the Belgian state in the online version of the Belgian
Official Journal (Belgisch Staatsblad/Moniteur Belge). We
used the issues from 1997 to 2006 that were languagechecked, tokenized and sentence-aligned and compiled
into a parallel corpus (100M words) by Vanallemeersch
(2010). We also retrieved the source department (e.g.
ministry, agency) for all documents. Both the Dutch and
French corpus were POS-tagged with TreeTagger (Schmid,
1994). To extract domain-specific expressions and their
translations, we followed the extract-then-align paradigm
that is predominant in the literature on bilingual terminology extraction (e.g., see Daille et al. (1994); Gaussier
(1998); Déjean et al. (2002); Ha et al. (2008); Lu and
Tsou (2009)). In this paradigm, terms are first extracted
for the two languages separately and then in a second
step aligned cross-lingually. Although both tasks are well
known in NLP and have many existing implementations,
most current tools are geared towards delivering intermediate results for a Machine Translation system or further
manual lexicon compilation. In the Term&Phrase Memory,
however, the output has to be usable directly by end-users.
We therefore developed our own statistical algorithms for
term extraction and term alignment to accommodate the
specific user needs above. The knowledge acquisition
proceeded in two steps.
STEP 1: Domain-Specific N-gram Extraction
Following Kjær (2007), we consider expressions of variable length as relevant for the legal domain. These do not

only include single and multi-word terms that refer to legal
concepts (typically NPs), but also phraseologies (e.g. typical verb-NP combinations), and formulaic expressions that
can comprise entire clauses. The term extraction algorithm
therefore considers n-grams of variable length without
imposing predefined language-specific POS patterns as is
the case in most term extraction algorithms. Instead, the
relevance of an n-gram is assessed based on its external
independence and its internal coherence. Independence is
the extent to which an n-gram can occur in different contexts. Following Silva et al. (1999), this is operationalized
as a maximazation of frequency differences relative to the
n-1 and n+1 grams in an n-gram expansion progression.
Coherence is the extent to which the lexemes within an
n-gram tend to co-occur in an informational unit. This
is measured as the Mutual Information of the n-gram’s
POS-sequence. The algorithm is described in more detail
in De Hertog (2014). The extraction step resulted in a list
of 649,602 n-grams for French and 639,865 n-grams for
Dutch.
STEP 2: Bilingual N-gram Alignment
The goal of the alignment step was to provide for each
Dutch n-gram a ranked subset of likely translations from
the French n-grams list and vice versa. To build these
ranked subsets, we developed a statistical algorithm for
bilingual lexicon extraction (BLE) from parallel corpora,
called SampLEX, and adapted it to handle n-grams of variable length. In a pre-processing step, the aligned sentences in the corpus are represented as a bag-of-terms taken
from the French and Dutch input lists. SampLEX uses a
strategey of data reduction and sub-corpora sampling for
alignment. For more details about the algorithm and its
properties, and benchmarking against other BLE models,
we refer the reader to Vulić and Moens (2012). Running
SampLEX results in a list of n-grams sorted by translation
probability, and this in both translation directions (DutchFrench and French-Dutch). Also, the document and sentence ID of each occurrence of a candidate translation-pair
in the corpus is returned. As a post-processing step, a hard
cut-off of the output ranked lists of translation candidates is
performed. Some example output is displayed in Table 1.
sur la proposition du conseil d’ administration
op voorstel van de raad van bestuur
op voordracht van de raad van bestuur

Prob: 0.621
Prob: 0.379

16 mai 1989 et 11 juillet 1991
16 mei 1989 en 11 juli 1991

Prob: 1.0

sur la proposition du ministre
de voordracht van de minister
op voorstel van de minister
op voordracht van de minister
...

Prob: 0.481
Prob: 0.111
Prob: 0.074
...

Table 1: Example output of the SampLEX algorithm for
n-grams. Translation direction is French to Dutch.
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4.

Context-sensitive Database Querying

The Term&Phrase Memory is conceived to function as an
additional database accessible from within a CAT-tool’s
user-interface, next to the Translation Memory and Term
Base. As with terms contained in a manually crafted
Term Base, the terminological expressions included in the
Term&Phrase Memory are highlighted in the source text of
the translator’s new assignment. By clicking on them, their
previous translations-in-context are shown in a separate
pane. Figure 2 illustrates this for the expression méthodes
particulières de recherche in segment 5 of a Belgian-French
legal document. The examples are ranked by relevance, defined as the similarity of their respective source documents
to the current source text. The meta-data of the examples’
source documents (e.g. issuing ministry or agency, state or
federal level) and a link to the online version is also provided, both in html and pdf. This way, the user can assess
the relevance and reliability of the translation’s source. If
the user agrees with a suggested translation, a button click
copies it to the active segment in the target text pane.
Although the Term&Phrase Memory is meant to be integrated into a CAT tool, in the current test phase, it is implemented as a stand-alone tool. However, to make the tool
easily usable next to a CAT tool, it is possible to upload the
xliff file that CAT tools use to store translation projects in
a segmented format. This makes sure that the segmentation of the source text in the TermWise tool is compatible
with the one in CAT tool. A translator can easily navigate
from segment to segment and then copy-paste translation
examples from the TermWise tool to the CAT Tool.
Figure 3 shows the architecture behind the TermWise tool.
The system consists of a server, which handles translation
requests, and a client, which issues the requests and displays the returned results in a GUI. When handling a translation request, the server takes as input a xliff-file or plain
txt file and returns an XML file containing the segmentized
document, translation suggestions for each segment, the ngrams found in the document, and translation suggestions
for each n-gram together with context-sensitive annotated
usage examples. The translation suggestions for segments
correspond to the fuzzy matches from Term Memories in
traditional CAT-tools, but in this case the entire online
document collection of the Belgisch Staatsblad/Moniteur
Belge functions as a TM. The fuzzy matching algorithm
is similar to that in existing software will not be further discussed here. Instead we will focus on handling of n-grams
for the new Term&Phrase functionality.
The Term&Phrase Memory consists of (a) a list of paired,
sentence-aligned documents from the Belgian Official Journal annotated with their source department, and (b) a dictionary of the n-grams found in those documents. In the latter,
each n-gram is associated with a list of translation candidates of a given translation probability, and each n-gram
translation pair is associated with the list of documents and
line numbers in which that translation is found.
When the server receives an the input document in xliff format the segmentation is checked. If it is in plain txt , it is
first segmentized using the Alpino tokeniser (van Noord,
2006). N-grams are extracted from the segmentized input
document by consulting the n-gram dictionary of the same

language. A ranked list of similar corpus documents and
their respective source departments is retrieved by calculating the number of n-grams in common with the input
document.
N-gram translations to be suggested are chosen on the basis
of the given translation probabilities and on document similarity. The list of documents that are similar to the input
document is compared with the list of documents for each
n-gram translation pair. The relevance value for an n-gram
translation pair is determined by a weighted interpolation
of its given translation probability and the cosine similarity
of the highest-ranking document on its list (based on a ”set
of n-grams” vector space model). If the relevance value exceeds a configurable threshold, that n-gram translation pair
is displayed and suggested to the user. Example sentences
are extracted from the highest-ranking document and from
other high-ranking documents from the same source department.

5.

Evaluation

The TermWise tool is evaluated by two end-user groups.
In December 2014, 19 students of legal translation at
the KU Leuven, campus Antwerp were made acquainted
with the tool and then asked to translate a legal document
from French into their native Dutch with the help of the
TermWise tool alongside SDL Trados Studio 2011 that had
the legal Translation Memory and Term Base of Belgian
Federal Justice Department loaded. More specifically, the
students were asked to record all the expressions in the
source text that they normally would look up outside of
the CAT tool and report whether they were present in the
TermWise tool. The result are shown in Figure 1. Although
not all desired expression were covered, the students did
report significant gains in look-up time.
Currently, six professional translators at the Belgian Ministry of Justice are assessing the usability of the tool in
their daily translation practice. First, legal translators are
invited to make use of the tool to translate an unseen legal
text and give comments and feed-back on the Term&Phrase
Memory functionality and coverage as they are translating. Afterwards, they are also asked to fill in a survey
on the general usability of the tool and the new functionality it offers. Results are expected by late April. The results of this qualitative evaluation will be used to improve
the tool’s user-friendliness and to fine-tune the parameters
of the knowledge acquisition algorithms and the contextsensitive search function.

Figure 1: Evaluation results with students
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6.

Big Data for Translation

Big Data is a buzz word in ICT in general and also in the
translation industry. Discussions on the opportunities that
Big Data offers for translation, usually focus on three aspects, viz (1) Sharing translation memories as open data,
(2) More data to improve the quality of (statistical) Machine Translation, and (3) More data to improve term extraction for the compilation of multilingual term bases or
ontologies. However, these approaches deal with derived
products (TM’s, MT systems or Term ontologies) and do
not acknowledge that the translators themselves might want
to exploit the data directly to help them in their translation
process. Actually, professional translators are often very
good at assessing applicability of a translation by comparison to previous examples. However, translators do need
support to find informative and relevant examples in the
deluge of available data. Additionally, meta-data about the
source of a previous translation is crucial to assess the reliability and appropriateness of the example. Clearly, general
search engines like Google are not optimized for this type
of linguistic search. The Term&Phrase Memory functionality presented in this paper improves over current search
functionality in the following ways:
• Highly domain-specific expressions are identified for
the translator, whereas in concordance searches in current CAT tools, translators have to select expressions
for look up themselves. Thanks to the dedicated term
extraction algorithm, these expressions go beyond traditional noun phrases and include phrasemes
• Moreover, the domain-specific expressions have already been looked up for the translator beforehand as
the source text is submitted to a pre-search when it is
uploaded to the tool. The translator just has to click the
expression in the source text to get to the examples.
• Unlike in a concordance search, the examples are
sorted for relevance to the current translation assignment. Unlike in a general search engine that has
to search for expressions in isolation, the context of
source text is taken into account for relevance sorting.
• Unlike in a general search engine, the translator only
gets translation examples from reliable sources and the
meta-data of the source is readily provided.
We believe this type of functionality complements other
resources that translators has available. Machine Translation can reduce translation time, but post-editing will remain necessary for the foreseeable future, and post-editors
need easy access to online repositories to check translations. Also, high quality term banks and specialized (online) dictionaries remain a crucial resource for translators,
but these are time-consuming and expensive to compile and
maybe not necessary for all terminological needs of translators. Informative translation examples from qualitative and
reliable sources can go a long way. In short, we argue that
Term&Phrase Memory offers a novel functionality that is
highly useful for specialized translation.
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Figure 2: Screen cap of TermWise GUI with n-grams highlighted in the source text and translation examples displayed in
the Term&Phrase Memory pane

Figure 3: TermWise Client-Server Architecture
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